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By SARAH RAMIREZ

As luxury hospitality groups continue to offer more gourmet and experiential dining options, many are neglecting to
invest in room service because of the high costs.

During a webinar hosted by digital travel platform iSeatz, experts discussed how third-party delivery options are
beginning to compete with hotels' room service offerings. Many consumers, particularly business travelers,
regularly order room service, offering hospitality brands an opportunity to learn more about frequent guests while
enhancing the overall experience.

"Room service is not a profitable segment for hoteliers," said Bryan Estep, chief revenue officer at iSeatz, New
Orleans. "I don't think it's  a surprise that millennials and Generation Z are the drivers of the [food delivery] trend."

The webinar discussion was based on an online survey of 800 consumers conducted by Phocuswright.

In-room dining
As dining delivery has found wider acceptance, room service has declined in popularity.

Fifty-five percent of consumers between ages 18 and 24 have ordered food delivery, followed by 49 percent of those
between 25 and 34.

Fewer hotels in the United States currently offer room service. From 2014 to 2016, there was a 40 percent drop in the
number of hotels that had in-room dining available.
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Palace Resorts' experience tests aspects such as dining. Image credit: Palace Resorts

Two-thirds of travelers still use room service, but 62 percent have also used third-party food delivery platforms while
traveling. The leading food delivery platforms include Grubhub, Door Dash and UberEats, and are accessible on
desktops or smartphones as mobile applications.

With seven out of 10 travelers expressing strong interest in local cuisines, there is a perception that restaurant
delivery offers more authentic food options than hotel dining.

Food delivery has been ordered by 11 percent of business travelers at luxury hotels and 29 percent of business
guests at upscale hotels.

However, although less than 10 percent of business travelers have ordered room service at luxury hotels, nearly 40
percent have used room service at upscale hotels. In-room dining at those tiers is more popular among leisure
travelers, with 11 percent ordering it at luxury hotels and 47 percent ordering in at upscale properties.

Guests order room service for a variety of reasons, including convenience, privacy and habit.

"Almost 50 percent of business travelers are regularly ordering room service," said Jillian Kossman, director of
marketing at iSeatz.

"People just don't love to go to restaurants by themselves," she said. "For business travelers, this allows for an
opportunity to eat without the awkward experience of getting a table for one."

Hotels can add more localized food items on room service menus, such as beignets in New Orleans, to enhance
the overall travel experience.

Four Seasons is known for its upscale dining options, such as Hong Kong's Michelin-rated Lung King Heen
restaurant. Image credit: Four Seasons

Hospitality groups Wyndham and IHG have partnered with Door Dash and Grubhub, respectively, to supplement their
in-room dining options. Boutique hotels looking for more regional platforms can partner with companies such as
Waitr.

Room service and delivery are also other ways for hotels to encourage guests to earn and redeem loyalty points.
Research from iSeatz found that by offering guests easier ways to earn and redeem points, stay frequency and room
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spend both grow.

"Travelers are looking to earn and burn [loyalty points] in smaller increments," Ms. Kossman said.

Guest data
Offering room service, particularly when coupled with loyalty points, is  another way for hotels to learn more about
frequent guests.

Although the luxury travel industry has been slower to innovate than other sectors, more hospitality brands are
becoming increasingly comfortable using technology to enhance guests' experiences.

During a panel discussion entitled "Innovating in Luxury Travel in 2019" at Bloomberg's The Year Ahead in Luxury
conference, hospitality executives discussed how consumer data is harnessed to personalize travel experiences.
Information gleaned from social media, the booking process and more can help luxury hospitality brands deliver
tailored stays or trips (see story).

Global hospitality group Marriott International is harnessing voice technology partnering to provide a more
interactive guest experience at properties including St. Regis Hotels, as luxury travel offerings become more
advanced.

Marriott International is also harnessing voice technology partnering to provide a more interactive guest experience
at properties. Guests at select properties in Marriott Hotels, Westin Hotels & Resorts, St. Regis Hotels & Resorts, Aloft
Hotels and Autograph Collection Hotels will be able to use Alexa's voice technology to access services and
amenities, including ordering room service.

The group will be also able to use analytics provided by Alexa for Hospitality to measure engagement, eventually
adapting services based on guest feedback. (see story).
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